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Abstract 
Many thin-walled cylindrical shells are used in structural applications in which the 
dominant loading condition is global bending. Key examples include chimneys, wind 
turbine support towers, pipelines, horizontal tanks, tubular piles and silos. The 
buckling behaviour of these structures in bending is complex due to the coupling 
between cross-section ovalisation and local bifurcation buckling. Analytical treatments 
of this problem have a history going back almost a century and still constitute an active 
and challenging research area. 
 
This paper investigates in detail the effect of cylinder length on the nonlinear elastic 
buckling behaviour of clamped cylindrical tubes under global bending, covering a very 
wide range of lengths. It is found that the behaviour may be classified into four distinct 
length-dependent domains with clearly-defined boundaries which have here been 
assigned the names 'short', 'medium', 'transitional' and 'long'. Algebraic 
characterisations of the computed nonlinear moment-length relationships are proposed 
for design purposes.  
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1 Introduction 
Thin-walled cylindrical shells are frequently used in structural applications in which 
the dominant loading condition is global bending. Key examples include chimneys, 
wind turbine support towers, pipelines, horizontal tanks, tubular piles and silos. The 
behaviour of these structures in bending is complex, as even in its simplest form they 
exhibit a response that is inherently nonlinear, and the failure condition is usually a 
coupling between cross-section ovalisation, local bifurcation buckling and perhaps 
material plasticity.  
 
Detailed analytical treatments of this problem have a pedigree of well over a century. 
Indeed, the earliest published analyses of the nonlinear behaviour of long thin-walled 
circular sections in bending come from von Kármán (1911) and Brazier (1927) whose 
goal was to explain why classical linear beam theory was unable to capture the 
ovalisation phenomenon. In particular, Brazier's simple energy analysis considered an 
infinitely long tube as a beam with an assumed nonlinear displacement field and 
showed that progressive ovalisation of the cross-section under an applied bending 
moment leads to limit point instability at a critical value, now known as the Brazier 
moment (Eq. 1). 
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Here r and t are the radius of the middle surface and the thickness of the cylindrical 
shell respectively, while E and ν are the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio (assumed 
as ν = 0.3) respectively.  
 
More sophisticated analyses of instability through ovalisation in long cylinders have 
since shown that accurate assessments of the critical moment for this type of instability 
agree with the Brazier moment remarkably well (e.g. Wood, 1958; Reissner, 1959; 
1961; Reissner and Weinitschke, 1963; Akselrad, 1965; Fabian, 1977; Gellin, 1980; 
Boyle, 1981; Calladine, 1983; Tang et al., 1985; Ju and Kyriakides, 1992; Libai and 
Bert, 1994; Tatting et al., 1995; 1996; 1997; Harursampath and Hodges, 1999; 
Karamanos, 2002; Li and Kettle, 2002; Houliara and Karamanos, 2006; 2010). 
However, many of these studies also showed that the Brazier limit moment can never 
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be reached in long isotropic elastic cylindrical shells, but that bifurcation should 
precede the ovalisation limit point at approximately: 
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The value of the coefficient 0.93 in Eq. 2 is based on an average of the values reported 
in Gellin (1980), Emmerling (1982), Ju and Kyriakides (1992), Tatting et al., (1997), 
Karamanos (2002) and Li and Kettle (2002), each of whom employed different 
assumptions in their analyses and thus arrived at slightly different asymptotic values, 
all within 1.4% of each other. The reason why the Brazier moment is never reached is 
that local bifurcation buckling is predicted to occur when the local peak compressive 
stress is close to the classical elastic critical buckling stress for axial compression σcl(ρ) 
corresponding to the deformed radius of curvature ρ (> r) of the ovalised cylinder (Eq. 
3).  
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The corresponding buckling moment MGNcr (Eq. 2) is then always less than the Brazier 
moment MBraz (Eq. 1): indeed Brazier (1927) appears to have been aware of this, based 
on his experimental observations of 'lobed deformations' on the compressed side of a 
bent tube. This simple 'local buckling hypothesis' was formally stated by Akselrad 
(1965, 1985) and has been in use ever since in analytical work of this kind. Calladine 
(1983) explained that this fortuitous approximation may be made because the 
circumferential half-wavelength of an axial compression buckle is very small 
compared with the perimeter of the cylinder, and thus only a small portion of the shell 
must reach the critical stress for a buckle to form, though this observation is more 
precisely valid for a very thin shell than for thicker tubes. It may be noted that the 
circumferential extent of the full wavelength of a square wave buckle under axial 
compression (Yamaki, 1984; Rotter, 2004) is given by  
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which shows that the circumferential range of such a buckle grows as the shell 
becomes thicker, ranging from 2° at r/t = 1000 to 14° at r/t = 20. Buckles that are 
axially shorter but circumferentially wider are common in tubes under bending.  
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It was also widely accepted for a long time that the maximum longitudinal bending 
stress that can be supported by a finite-length (i.e. relatively short) cylindrical tube 
before buckling is approximately 1.3 times the classical elastic critical stress for 
uniform axial compression σcl based on the undeformed radius r (i.e. σcl(r), Eq. 3). This 
incorrect idea appeared in the first edition of the seminal work 'Theory of Elastic 
Stability' by Timoshenko (1932) who had misinterpreted a result by Flügge (1932) for 
the buckling of cylinders under combined bending and axial compression. Aiming to 
rectify the matter, Seide and Weingarten (1961) analysed the buckling of short 
cylinders (L/r < 0.3) in bending using the modified Donnell shell equations (Donnell, 
1935; Batdorf, 1947) and the Galerkin energy method assuming a simple linear pre-
buckling membrane stress state and small deflection theory. By minimising the 
buckling stress with respect to the buckling wavelength for a number of different r/t 
ratios, these authors were the first to show that bucking under uniform bending without 
ovalisation occurs at almost exactly the classical critical buckling stress for axial 
compression σcl(r) to within 0.5%. This finding was later confirmed by the more 
rigorous analytical study of Reddy and Calladine (1978). The corresponding classical 
elastic critical moment Mcl (Eq. 5) is such that MBraz / Mcl ≈ 0.544. This significant 
reduction shows how severely ovalisation affects the bending resistance in long 
cylinders.  
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The relationship between the critical buckling stress and length for short perfect 
cylinders calculated by Seide and Weingarten (1961) is illustrated in two alternative 
ways for four different r/t ratios in Fig. 1. Their analysis appears to be the first to 
suggest that boundary conditions in very short cylinders restrain the development of 
the buckling mode so much that the critical buckling stress significantly exceeds the 
classical value σcl(r). In Fig. 1, the first illustration is, as presented by the authors, in 
terms of the length to radius ratio L/r. It shows what appears to be a messy festoon of 
curves with multiple minima and cusps as the critical buckling wavelength changes. 
The second illustration presents the same data in terms of the dimensionless length ω 
(Eq. 6), introduced by Rotter (2004).  
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In the above, Z is the Batdorf dimensionless length parameter (Eq. 7) (Batdorf, 1947, 
Yamaki, 1984; Rotter, 2004).  
2
2 2 21 1LZ
rt
ν ω ν= − = −  (7) 
 
 
Fig. 1 - Two alternative illustrations of the relationship between the critical buckling 
stress and cylinder length for short cylinders in bending as calculated by Seide and 
Weingarten (1961) 
 
The natural dimensionless length parameter for a cylinder is perhaps the length to 
radius ratio L/r, which is relevant to long compression members, and many authors 
have used it for cylinders under global bending too. However, for shell bending or 
buckling, the natural unit that is related to the deformation wavelength in a cylinder is 
√(rt), so a better normalised length parameter is ω = L/√(rt). It is also superior to the 
commonly quoted Batdorf’s Z because ω is physically relevant by its linear 
relationship to the cylinder length L, rather than to its square (which results in log 
scales often being needed).  
 
The fact that the critical buckling moments for infinitely long and very short cylinders 
differ by a factor of approximately two suggested that there ought to be a transitional 
zone between these two lengths. This insight was first proposed by Akselrad (1965) 
who improved on the analysis of Seide and Weingarten (1961) by considering the 
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effects of pre-buckling geometric nonlinearity and boundary conditions using semi-
membrane shell theory. He showed that there is indeed a distinct point in the 
relationship between buckling strength and length where ovalisation begins to cause a 
noticeable reduction in the buckling moment, as well as a point beyond which 
ovalisation ceases to depress it further. Several authors have since attempted to explore 
this transitional region by employing a more sophisticated 'two-stage' energy analysis 
(first conceived by Brazier (1927) for an infinite shell) which treats the cross-section 
ovalisation and beam-like bending as two separate but linked processes (Calladine, 
1983; Li and Kettle, 2002). More recent studies have attempted to solve the nonlinear 
shell equations either directly (Akselrad and Emmerling, 1984; Libai and Bert, 1994; 
Tatting et al., 1997) or using finite difference or finite element formulations (Almroth 
and Starnes Jr., 1973; Stephens et al., 1975). The combined efforts of many of these 
authors are illustrated in Fig. 2 in terms of another dimensionless length Ω (Eq. 8).  
L t t
r r r
ωΩ = =  (8) 
It is clear that there are considerable discrepancies between the different solutions, and 
it is not easy to identify a particular set of results as the 'right' answer. From the purely 
physical consideration that a buckle requires a finite size to develop, these solutions 
cannot be valid across the entire range of lengths, especially for very short cylinders (Ω 
→ 0), as their plotted range would suggest. None of them capture the minima and 
cusps discovered by Seide and Weingarten (1961) for short cylinders (Fig. 1), which 
appear to occur in the range Ω < 0.5. It should be noted that many of these studies used 
semi-membrane shell theory which ignores both axial bending (and thus negates 
boundary layer effects) and higher order strain terms, as did Brazier's original analysis.  
 
A further body of research concerns the nonlinear buckling analysis of curved pipes 
(elbows) of finite length under global bending (e.g. Clark and Reissner, 1951; 
Reissner, 1959; Kostovetskii, 1960; Boyle, 1981; Boussaa et al., 1996; Kuznetsov & 
Levyakov, 2001; Levyakov and Pavshok, 2008). The curved pipe is usually modelled 
as a section of a toroidal shell using specialised finite element formulations. Short 
curved tubes behave in a similar manner to straight ones under bending, suffering local 
bifurcation on the compressed side at a moment close to Mcl (Eq. 5). However, the 
initial curvature influences the development of ovalisation and thus the value of the 
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critical buckling moment for longer tubes. The system is more complex because the 
radius of the torus is introduced as an additional geometric parameter, and the 
complete relationship between the initial curvature and the buckling strength is still to 
be established. 
 
As the focus in this paper is on the effect of finite length on the buckling of isotropic 
perfect elastic cylinders under global bending, an exhaustive survey of all research to 
date on all aspects of cylinders in bending would inappropriately duplicate several 
detailed reviews published elsewhere. The reader is invited to consult the excellent 
discussions on the historical development and detailed numerical treatments of 
ovalisation and bifurcation instabilities and imperfection sensitivity in both curved and 
initially-straight elastic circular cylinders found in Karamanos (2002) and Wadee et al., 
(2006; 2007) and, for problems where the effects of plasticity are highly relevant, in 
Corona and Kyriakides (1988). The issue of imperfection sensitivity is the next critical 
topic that must be addressed, as the cylinder length is known to change this sensitivity 
both to forms and amplitudes. Cylinders under axial compression are highly 
imperfection sensitivity (Koiter, 1945; Yamaki, 1984), but the same sensitivity does 
not automatically translate to cylinders under bending. The combined influence of 
cylinder length and thickness, plasticity and imperfections on the buckling strength of 
cylinders under global bending is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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Fig. 2 - Comparison of several sources for the relationship between buckling moment 
and dimensionless length for isotropic elastic cylindrical tubes in bending 
2 Scope of the present study 
The research described in the preceding section suggests that there may possibly be 
four distinct domains of behaviour in the relationship between the nonlinear buckling 
resistance and length for perfect isotropic elastic cylindrical tubes in bending. It may 
be noted that the European Standard on shell buckling (EN 1993-1-6, 2007) defines 
three such domains for the reference buckling cases of axial compression, external 
pressure and torsion, but offers no comparable provisions for global bending. It is 
proposed here that four such domains may be described as follows: 
• “Short” cylinders, where the boundary conditions restrain even the 
development of an axial compression buckle, leading to buckling at stresses 
significantly higher than σcl (Eq. 3) and moments higher than Mcl (Eq. 5). The 
analysis of Seide and Weingarten (1961) appears to suggest that this behaviour 
begins when cylinders become shorter than ω < 1.5, but this must be verified 
with a more rigorous analysis because the uniform membrane prebuckling 
stress state that they assumed is prevented from developing by the boundary 
conditions.  
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• “Medium” length cylinders, where ovalisation is fully restrained by the 
boundary condition, and buckling effectively occurs at the classical elastic 
critical elastic buckling stress σcl. This region is expressed more logically in 
terms of the length parameter ω rather than Ω until the onset of ovalisation. 
• “Transitional” length cylinders, where the restraint of ovalisation provided by 
the boundary conditions gradually diminishes. Longer cylinders undergo 
greater ovalisation and attain higher local radii of curvature ρ before 
bifurcation, so buckling occurs at a lower local critical stress σcl(ρ) < σcl(r) and 
with a smaller lever arm, producing a lower critical moment. Previous research 
(Fig. 2) suggests that this domain may be approximately defined by 0.03 < Ω < 
5, though this also requires verification.  
• “Long” cylinders, which undergo considerable ovalisation and buckle slightly 
below the Brazier moment, independent of the length. These cylinders appear 
to be in the range Ω > 5, again subject to verification. 
 
The aim of this paper is thus to provide rigorous evidence for the above classification 
of the buckling of perfect elastic cylinders under bending into four domains and to 
offer reliable values for their ranges in terms of ω or Ω, as appropriate. Clamped and 
rigid circular end boundaries were assumed, as these correspond most closely to 
realistic conditions. An additional aim is to provide extensive data which may be used 
in future analytical treatments to verify the suitability of any chosen assumptions. In 
particular, it is intended that this research will eventually lead to the development of 
the complete relationship between the elastic buckling strength and length of perfect 
cylinders in bending, fully encompassing the effects of boundary conditions, 
nonlinearity and slenderness, with a coverage similar to the seminal work of Yamaki 
(1984) for axial compression (Fig. 3). Considerations of material plasticity or 
imperfection sensitivity constitute major research areas in their own right and lie 
beyond the scope of this study.  
 
An extensive parametric study has been undertaken using nonlinear elastic finite 
element analyses covering a wide practical length range for several different r/t ratios 
(20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000). The length of each cylinder was chosen to give full 
coverage of the different behaviours identified by previous research, as described in the 
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previous section. The shortest cylinder was chosen to have a length of ω ≈ 3 or L ≈ 
3√(rt) which is of the order of the linear bending half-wavelength λ ≈ 2.44√(rt) (Eq. 9; 
Flügge, 1957; Novozhilov, 1959; Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1964; 
Calladine, 1983) or twice the classical axisymmetric buckle half-wavelength 
λcl ≈ 1.73√(rt) (Eq. 10; Rotter, 2004). The linear bending half-wavelength governs the 
depth of the boundary layer associated with the local bending that the shell wall must 
undergo to maintain kinematic compatibility with the end boundary conditions. For 
such short cylinders, this boundary layer extends over the entire cylinder, and it was 
expected that the development of a buckle would be significantly constrained. The 
longest cylinders were assigned a length Ω = 10, far into the Brazier range (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. 3 – Effect of boundary condition and length on the nonlinear elastic buckling load 
of a perfect cylindrical shell under uniform axial compression (from Yamaki, 1984) 
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3 Numerical modelling 
The analyses were performed using the commercial ABAQUS v. 6.10.1 (2011) finite 
element software. Details of the computational model are illustrated in Fig. 4. The 
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displacements and rotations of the end boundaries of the shell were linked to a 
reference point at the centre of the cross-section through a rigid body kinematic 
coupling. The reference point was free to displace meridionally but not in the plane of 
the end boundary, representing a ‘clamped’ condition. The bending moment was then 
applied to this reference point in the plane of the cylinder, assuming a right-hand screw 
convention. The finite element model additionally exploited two planes of symmetry 
for computational efficiency, as shown in Fig. 4. The choice of double symmetry was 
made after careful initial verification against full and half-shell models where it was 
found that the outcome was identical for practical purposes. Half and quarter-shell 
models are generally acceptable where torsional deformations are not present (Teng 
and Song, 2001) and quarter-shell models in particular have been used in many recent 
numerical studies of cylindrical shells under localised meridional loads (e.g. Cai et al., 
2003; Jayadevan et al., 2004; Song et al., 2004; Østby et al., 2005; Limam et al., 2010; 
Rotter et al., 2011). The analyses were performed with the 4-node reduced-integration 
S4R general-purpose shell element, recommended for use in computational analyses of 
this nature (e.g. Chen et al., 2008; Sadowski and Rotter, 2013). The element size was 
kept to below 0.25√(rt) near the ends and near midspan, or approximately one tenth of 
the linear meridional bending half-wavelength λ (Eq. 9), after a careful mesh 
sensitivity analysis.  
 
Two separate computational analyses were performed for each r/t and L/r combination. 
The first was a Linear Bifurcation Analysis (LBA) of the perfect structure to find the 
elastic critical bifurcation moment Mcr (distinct from the ideal linear beam theory value 
Mcl). This is a linear perturbation procedure to extract elastic critical buckling 
eigenmodes from the global stiffness matrix. The second was a Geometrically 
Nonlinear Analysis (GNA) of the perfect structure to find the buckling mode 
corresponding to either global nonlinear elastic collapse or to local bifurcation 
buckling from an elastic nonlinear pre-buckling path. The GNA was carried out as an 
equilibrium path-tracing procedure using the modified Riks algorithm (Riks, 1979) 
which detected the first nonlinear limit point or bifurcation moment Mk at the first 
appearance of negative eigenvalues in the global stiffness matrix. Full definitions of 
these analyses may be found in ECCS EDR5 (2008). They are implemented in 
ABAQUS and other commercial FE software through standard keyword requests in the 
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model input file. No explicit imperfections were included in the GNA model, but the 
nonlinear analyses included a tiny mesh perturbation in the form of the computed 
critical linear buckling eigenmode with amplitude δ/t = 10-4 to facilitate the detection 
of the post-bifurcation path. The ABAQUS implementation of the Riks algorithm used 
in the GNA performs an automatic bifurcation eigenvalue check after every load 
increment to detect unstable branches of the equilibrium path, more details of which 
may be found in the theory manual of the software.  
 
In what follows, the curvature is expressed as the mean value over the full length of the 
modelled cylinder, defined as: 
2 y
L
θϕ =  (11) 
where θy is the rotation at each end in the plane of the cylinder and L is its length. 
 
 
Axis of symmetry: 
plane through L/2 
Portion of the tube 
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elements 
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M 
Compression 
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Fig. 4 - Illustration of the numerical model (from Sadowski and Rotter, 2013) 
 
4 Nonlinear equilibrium paths for a thin cylindrical shell in 
bending (r/t = 100) 
This section presents selected nonlinear moment-curvature paths for a thin cylinder 
with constant r/t = 100 and varying length from L/r = 0.45 (short) to L/r = 40 (long). 
The equilibrium paths are shown in Figs 5 and 6 where the applied moment M has 
been normalised by the calculated classical linear elastic buckling moment Mcl (Eq. 5) 
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and the mean curvature φ (Eq. 11) has been normalised by the curvature at buckling 
predicted by linear bending theory φcl (Eq. 12). 
( ) 22 2 0.6053 1cl
t t
rr
ϕ
ν
= ≈
−
 (12) 
 
 
Fig. 5 - Dimensionless moment-curvature curve for a very short cylinder (L/r = 0.45 
and r/t = 100) 
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Fig. 6 - Dimensionless moment-curvature curves for cylinders of different length with 
r/t = 100, normalised by the classical values Mcl and φcl respectively 
 
For the shortest cylinder, the length L/r = 0.45 is almost equal to the linear bending 
wavelength 2λ/r ≈ 0.48 (Eq. 9) and close to the meridional wavelength of the 
axisymmetric buckling mode 2λcl/r ≈ 0.34 (Eq. 10). The development of the local 
bifurcation buckling mode characteristic of longer cylinders is thus severely restricted 
by the clamped boundary conditions for this very short cylinder. This type of 
behaviour appears to have been identified without comment in the early study of Seide 
and Weingarten (1961), as may be seen in Fig. 1. Indeed, the moment-curvature 
relation for this cylinder (Fig. 5) shows that the peak elastic moment capacity is 
approximately 2.4 times the classical value Mcl, so buckling occurs at a local stress that 
is over twice σcl. The equilibrium path is very nonlinear and exhibits geometric 
softening followed by limit point buckling at a high curvature, exceeding the classical 
value φcl by a factor of almost 20. A careful examination of the ABAQUS output 
revealed no negative eigenvalues in the converged global tangent stiffness matrix 
before the attainment of the limit point. It is unlikely that a metal cylinder with r/t = 
100 would attain such high curvatures under bending because most materials would 
yield well before this occurred (here the full plastic moment Mp is only 0.52Mcl for a 
yield stress of 500 MPa; Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 7 - Selected incremental buckling modes for cylinders of different length under 
global bending (r/t = 100) 
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In such short cylinders, the softening behaviour is not due to ovalisation but rather to 
the progressive circumferential growth of a deep fold on the compressed side of the 
cylinder (Fig. 7a), akin to a corrugation. At higher bending moments the local bending 
deformations associated with the fold become so large that the tangent bending 
stiffness of the whole cylinder falls considerably, finally leading to limit point 
instability. The variation of the buckling resistance with length is sensitive to the 
precise number of half-waves that can form, in a manner similar to the buckling of 
short plates (Brush and Almroth, 1975) or very shallow spherical caps (Kaplan, 1974). 
These phenomena do not appear to have been studied before in cylinders under global 
bending. They are, however, relevant to such structures as spirally formed silos (e.g. 
Wirth, 2008), where the spiral joints can provide effectively clamped boundaries.  
 
With only a small increase in length from L/r = 0.45 to 0.75, the buckling restraint 
offered by the clamped boundary decays quickly (Fig. 6). Indeed, for lengths between 
L/r = 0.75 and 5, buckling occurs just below Mcl and at critical curvatures just short of 
φcl. This slight discrepancy in both values is due to nonlinear pre-buckling 
deformations associated with the boundary layer at the ends, which are not captured by 
the simple linear expressions for Mcl and φcl. The equilibrium paths in this range are 
very linear, exhibiting a slope EIφcl/Mcl in normalised moment-curvature space. They 
show sudden bifurcation buckling with a steeply descending post-buckling path that is 
difficult to trace computationally. The buckling modes consist of tightly-spaced short-
wave meridional ripples on the compressed side (Figs 7b to 7e), with the number of 
ripples increasing with cylinder length. It may be noted that these buckles generally 
have a circumferential range longer than that corresponding to a square wave, so the 
circumferential range prediction of Eq. 3 underestimates it.  
 
For this radius to thickness ratio (r/t = 100) cylinders or tubes longer than L/r = 5 
correspond to the range Ω > 0.5 (Fig. 2) where ovalisation is no longer fully restrained 
by the boundary condition and begins to have a detrimental effect on the buckling 
resistance. For L/r = 20 and 25 (Ω = 2 and 2.5 respectively), the critical moment drops 
to 0.61Mcl and 0.54Mcl respectively, and while the equilibrium paths are initially linear, 
the geometric softening caused by ovalisation is visible close to the bifurcation point. 
The buckling modes once again show meridional ripples, clustered near the mid-point 
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of the cylinder (Figs 7f and 7g). For even longer cylinders (L/r ≥ 40, Ω ≥ 4), extensive 
ovalisation causes the majority of the equilibrium path to be poorly related to the 
flexural rigidity EI of the original cylinder. Bifurcation buckling occurs at a critical 
value of 0.50Mcl, just below the Brazier moment 0.52Mcl.  
 
The moment-curvature paths of Fig. 6 are shown in an alternative form in Fig. 8, where 
the moment and mean curvature have been normalised by the Brazier moment MBraz 
(Eq. 1) and the corresponding curvature from linear beam theory φBraz (Eq. 13), 
assigning a different meaning to the axes. For Ω < 0.5, the normalised moment and 
curvature are both greater than unity, since ovalisation is restrained by the boundary 
conditions. These then progressively fall for cylinders longer than Ω ≈ 0.5, since 
ovalisation is no longer fully restrained. For Ω > 2.5, the critical moment falls below 
MBraz. The critical curvature is always greater than φBraz, at low Ω because the Brazier 
moment is exceeded, and at higher Ω because geometric nonlinearity reduces the 
cylinder’s tangent stiffness. 
22 2
0.314 0.329
1
Braz
t t
rr
ϕ
ν
= ≈
−
       (13) 
 
 
Fig. 8 - Dimensionless moment-curvature curves for cylinders of different lengths with 
r/t = 100, normalised by the Brazier values MBraz and φBraz  
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5 Influence of cylinder length on the linear bifurcation 
moment 
For design purposes, the buckling resistance of a shell of any geometry under any 
loading condition is now related to two reference resistances: the linear elastic 
bifurcation strength and the plastic limit strength (Rotter, 2005a,b, 2011a,b,c; ECCS 
EDR5, 2008), since this description is the only one that can certainly accommodate all 
geometries and loading conditions. Thus, although the linear bifurcation or critical 
buckling moment Mcr does not give an accurate description of the true strength of a 
shell, it plays a vitally important role in an overall assessment which must include 
geometric nonlinearity, imperfection sensitivity, material nonlinearity and both 
material and geometric hardening. However, it appears that no previous study of the 
bending of cylinders of different length explored the difference between the strict 
elastic linear bifurcation moment Mcr and the simple classical buckling moment based 
on the local buckling hypothesis Mcl. It is here regarded as important that the 
difference between these two moments should be accurately documented.  
 
 
Fig. 9 - Ratio of the classical elastic buckling moment Mcl to the computed elastic 
linear bifurcation moment Mcr, varying with the dimensionless parameter 
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In very short cylinders, the linear bifurcation critical moment Mcr is much larger than 
the classical critical moment Mcl (Eq. 3) because the clamped boundary severely 
restricts the growth of the buckling mode, so it is more satisfactory to plot the ratio 
Mcl/Mcr (Fig. 9) rather than the more natural inverse of this ratio. In longer cylinders, 
these two moments become almost equal, which provides some confirmation of the 
'local buckling hypothesis' of earlier authors. By contrast, in very short cylinders the 
boundary conditions significantly restrain the eigenmode and as ω → 0 the ratio 
Mcl/Mcr tends to zero. When expressed in terms of ω, the relationship is effectively the 
same for all values of r/t and may be quite closely approximated as 
2
1
1 4
cl
cr
M
M ω−
=
+
  (14) 
which allows Mcr to be conservatively obtained from the simpler analytical expression 
for Mcl (Eq. 5). Further, Mcr/Mcl = 1 + 4/ω2 → 1 as ω → ∞ but Mcr/Mcl → ∞ as ω → 0. 
It should be noted, however, that at large values of ω the ratio Mcl/Mcr falls short of 
unity by amounts that depend on the radius to thickness ratio, showing a discrepancy of 
1.6% at r/t = 20 but only 0.47% at r/t = 1000. These small differences may be 
significant in the context of precise descriptions of the geometrically nonlinear 
bifurcation moment. Naturally, neither Mcr nor Mcl involve any ovalisation of the 
cylinder. 
 
6 Influence of cylinder length on the nonlinear buckling 
moment 
6.1 Introduction  
The relationships between the computed normalised nonlinear elastic buckling moment 
Mk/Mcr and the cylinder length are here described for each proposed length domain 
individually. The relevant dimensionless cylinder lengths are identified for each 
combination of L/r and r/t. 
 
6.2 The full range of lengths  
The full range of calculations presented here covers a very wide range of lengths, with 
different phenomena occurring in each domain. The full set of dimensionless predicted 
buckling moments is shown on a logarithmic length scale in Fig. 10. Four domains are 
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clearly visible from these plots. In the following sections, each of these length domains 
is examined in closer detail to explore the precise character of the variation of the 
buckling resistance, starting with the longest since this has been the most thoroughly 
studied in the past.  
 
 
Fig. 10 - Complete variation of nonlinear elastic buckling resistance for a very wide 
range of cylinder lengths: a) in terms of dimensionless length L/r and b) in terms of 
dimensionless length Ω 
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Figure 10a presents the buckling strengths in terms of the traditional dimensionless 
length L/r, while Fig. 10b shows them in terms of the dimensionless length parameter 
Ω. With either parameter, very long cylinders fall on the infinite cylinder value, 
irrespective of their actual length, with bifurcation just before the Brazier moment.  
The infinite cylinder is therefore not approached asymptotically, but exists over a long 
finite domain.  Using the length parameter Ω, cylinders with lengths in excess of Ω = 1 
also lie on an almost unique line. The shorter cylinders separate out according to their 
radius to thickness ratio r/t, showing that Ω gives a poor characterisation here. The 
dramatic rise in buckling strength for short cylinders is discussed in detail later. 
 
6.3 The long cylinder domain  
A 'long cylinder' is classed here as one for which the cylinder length has no influence 
on the nonlinear buckling resistance. The effects of ovalisation are stable, and buckling 
always occurs as a bifurcation after considerable change of geometry leading to a 
higher radius of curvature in the compressed zone. This zone has been extensively 
studied by previous authors, but a few comments are still appropriate. 
 
When the information in Fig. 10b is viewed instead on a linear scale in terms of Ω 
(Fig. 11), it is clear that this domain covers a huge physical range. The overall image is 
one of a buckling moment that is close to the linear bifurcation value in short cylinders 
(except in very short ones) and slightly below the Brazier moment in long cylinders. 
However, two aspects are clear on further inspection which are worthy of more 
detailed examination. First, the asymptotic value at great length is not completely 
independent of the radius to thickness ratio r/t, since both the ovalisation and the 
circumferential range of the buckle are both slightly sensitive to this parameter. 
Secondly, there is a clear zone of buckling strengths that lie slightly below the 
asymptotic value at a dimensionless length Ω of approximately 3.5. The calculated 
buckling moments are shown again on an expanded scale in Fig. 12. Because the scale 
is enlarged and the finite element meshes needed for these calculations are very large, 
it is possible that some numerical inaccuracy is present (a precision to 3 significant 
figures may be too much), but it does appear that the thickest cylinder studied (r/t = 
20) has an asymptotic strength that is slightly below that of the other thicknesses and 
that it does not display the dip at Ω ≈ 3.5.  
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Fig. 11 - Nonlinear elastic buckling resistance for the computed cylinder lengths  
 
It should also be noted that a several values have been published for the asymptotic 
moment in long tubes. For example, Gellin (1980) obtained an asymptotic value of 
0.529Mcl using a full nonlinear shell analysis, whilst Emmerling (1982) obtained 
0.508Mcl and Tatting et al. (1997) and Li & Kettle (2002) instead found 0.516Mcl
 
using 
semi-membrane theory together with the local buckling hypothesis. Ju and Kyriakides 
(1992) found 0.509Mcl also using a nonlinear shell theory analysis while Karamanos 
(2002) obtained 0.508Mcl when using a finite element analysis coupled with the local 
buckling hypothesis, but 0.512Mcl without this hypothesis. Naturally, these values are 
all below the Brazier moment of 0.544Mcl. It is clear that many of these investigators 
used the local buckling hypothesis, which states that buckling occurs when the most 
compressed fibre reaches the deformed cross-section value for σcl, and consequently 
did not account for a changing circumferential range for the buckle as the shell 
becomes thicker. The variation in the asymptotic value is thus clearly due to the 
different assumptions made in each treatment. In the present study, which employs a 
full nonlinear finite element analysis not bound by any such hypothesis, the asymptote 
appears to be very close to 0.518Mcl, but there is some variation with the r/t ratio and 
indeed the thickest cylinder with r/t = 20 gives a particularly low value (Fig. 12). It 
should be noted that very long cylinders with Ω greater than approximately 10 require 
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very large meshes for an accurate analysis using traditional shell elements. It is 
therefore difficult to ascertain what length may be taken as sufficiently long for the 
result to be considered 'asymptotic' yet short enough for the analysis to be reliable and 
not of prohibitive computational cost. 
 
 
Fig. 12 - Detailed view of nonlinear buckling resistance in transitional and long 
cylinders, illustrating the dip at Ω ≈ 3.5 and dependence of the asymptotic value on r/t 
 
The dip in strength at Ω ≈ 3.5 is noteworthy. It is particularly marked for the thinnest 
shell (r/t = 1000), causing a fall to just above 0.49Mcr which is approximately 5% 
below the asymptotic value. This effect is also visible in the analytical predictions of 
Tatting et al. (1997) (Fig. 2) who suggest, somewhat unsatisfactorily, that it is caused 
by ‘edge effects at the boundaries propagating throughout the structure and 
significantly altering the value of the axial stress resultant and circumferential 
curvature’. Whilst 5% may seem a small difference, it is perhaps large enough to be 
worthy of further algebraic exploration. Lastly, the boundary between the transitional 
length and long cylinders clearly depends on whether the dip seen at Ω ≈ 3.5 is classed 
as part of the 'long' or the 'transitional' length zone. Here it is taken that this dip should 
be properly captured, placing this boundary at perhaps Ω ≈
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Fig. 13 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter Ω for transitional-length cylinders in bending 
 
6.4 The transitional length domain  
The 'transitional length domain' defines the region where a decreasing cylinder length 
begins to have a markedly beneficial effect on the nonlinear buckling resistance. This 
is because the boundary conditions begin to restrain the cross-section ovalisation, 
which restricts the development of high radii of curvature, leading to higher buckling 
strengths. This region has been studied quite extensively by different authors in the 
past (see discussion on Fig. 2), but it is clear that there is a significant discrepancy 
between the various analytical solutions. When illustrated in terms of the 
dimensionless length Ω (Fig. 13, a close-up of Fig. 11), the relationship between the 
buckling moment and cylinder length can be seen to be effectively independent of the 
r/t ratio. One curve stands out as anomalous in Fig. 13: that for r/t = 20. It fails to rise 
to the value around 0.96 where all other curves follow a similar path, but displays a 
festoon and cusp form whose cause is identifiable and is discussed later.  
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Fig. 14 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter Ω for transitional-length cylinders in bending 
(comparison with analytical solutions from Fig. 2)  
 
The computed relationships between the buckling moment and dimensionless length Ω 
for transitional length cylinders are compared in Fig. 14 with analytical solutions by 
several authors (Fig. 2). It is evident that the present numerical predictions, which 
accurately and fully capture all the geometric nonlinearities in the pre-buckling 
stresses, including the deformed geometry and the buckling moments, indicate that 
none of the analytical solutions is accurate at all lengths. The shortcomings in the 
analytical solutions may be attributed to one or more of the following: 
• The assumption of circumferential inextensionality in the cross-section 
(Brazier's original assumption). 
• A semi-membrane shell theory which ignores axial bending, twisting, Poisson 
coupling and boundary layer effects. 
• A truncated Fourier series expansion for the displacements of the shell middle 
surface. The series is usually truncated at the second harmonic, though the third 
harmonic is necessary to capture shear strains. 
• Linearisation of selected terms in the nonlinear differential equations that are 
thought to be too complex to solve efficiently. 
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• Use of the ‘local buckling hypothesis’ that indicates that buckling occurs 
immediately when the peak compressive stress at a single point reaches the 
classical elastic buckling stress corresponding to the local radius of curvature of 
the ovalised cross-section. 
The present nonlinear finite element analysis is not bound by any of the above 
limitations, and should therefore offer a significantly more accurate outcome. 
 
 
Fig. 15 - Extended relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter ω for transitional-length cylinders in bending 
 
The boundary between medium-length and long cylinders for axially compressed 
cylinders occurs at approximately ω = 0.5(r/t), so this is perhaps a natural starting 
point to define the boundary between transitional and medium length cylinders in 
bending. This boundary identifies where the ovalisation becomes fully restrained and is 
strongly dependent on the radius to thickness ratio r/t (Fig. 15) when the length is 
defined in terms of ω. However, when expressed in terms of the dimensionless 
parameter Ω, the boundary between medium and transitional length cylinders occurs a 
single value of Ω = 0.5 independent of the radius to thickness ratio r/t. This follows 
naturally from the linear relationship between the two parameters, since ω = (r/t)Ω 
(Eq. 8). A close-up of the strength-length relationship around Ω = 0.5 for all curves 
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except r/t = 20 (Fig. 16) reveals that this does indeed define the point at which there is 
no further increase in strength beyond approximately 0.95Mcr with decreasing cylinder 
length. 
 
 
Fig. 16 - Boundary region between medium length and transitional-length cylinders in 
bending  
 
6.5 The medium length domain  
The relationship between the buckling moment and cylinder length for 'medium length' 
cylinders is illustrated in Fig. 17. For cylinders with r/t ≥ 50 that are longer than ω ≈ 5, 
the dimensionless buckling moment Mk/Mcr initially displays a series of distinct 
minima and cusps corresponding to discrete buckling modes, as was noted in Fig. 3 for 
axial compression (Yamaki, 1984). The mode changes occur progressively more 
rapidly as the length increases within the confines of the 'medium' domain, and 
eventually the buckling moment settles on an effective plateau at Mk/Mcr ≈ 0.95. This 
value is lower than unity because geometric nonlinearity plays a similar role for global 
bending as for axial compression, where the equivalent normalised buckling load is 
approximately 0.87 for this boundary condition (Fig, 3; Yamaki, 1984). It is interesting 
that the lowest mode shows a minimum that falls significantly below the lower bound 
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on all the other nodes, dropping to Mk/Mcr ≈ 0.85. This festoon of curves for different 
waves was first identified by Seide and Weingarten (1961) (Fig. 1) and relates to the 
changing relationship between the cylinder length and the buckling wavelength. The 
single-wave buckling mode shown in Fig. 7b leads to the first curve of the festoon 
which includes a distinct deep minimum centred at ω ≈ 7. The two-wave buckling 
mode shown in Fig. 7c produces the second curve with a minimum at ω ≈ 11, while the 
more complex buckling mode shown in Fig. 7d relates to the curve with a distinctly 
shallower minimum at ω ≈ 14. These show that longer cylinders permit the buckling 
mode to develop multiple meridional ripples, with the development of an additional 
ripple corresponding to a new dip on the festoon curve. The different behaviour of the 
curve for r/t = 20 is explained shortly. 
 
 
Fig. 17 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter ω for medium-length cylinders in bending 
 
The results of the present finite element study are compared with those of Seide and 
Weingarten (1961) in Fig. 18. For consistency with their analysis, and in this figure 
only, each result is expressed as the ratio of the calculated buckling stress σk 
normalised by the classical elastic buckling stress σcl(r) (Eq. 3), noting that σk/σcl ≡ 
Mk/Mcl. Although the two sets of analyses capture similar qualitative features, 
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including the changing mode producing cusps and the rise in critical stress as ω → 0, 
the differences in the numerical values are very significant. This discrepancy appears 
to arise because Seide and Weingarten assumed a linear pre-buckling membrane stress 
state, so the buckling stress σk cannot fall below σcl (which geometric nonlinearity 
would cause), and a simply-supported boundary condition which allows short-wave 
buckles to develop in shorter cylinders than is permitted by a clamped boundary. 
 
 
Fig. 18 - Comparison of the computed nonlinear critical moment Mk/Mcl ≡ σk/σcl with 
the analytical study of Seide and Weingarten (1961) 
 
The reasons for the slightly anomalous behaviour of the thickest cylinders (r/t = 20) 
can now be understood more clearly. The medium-transitional length boundary has 
been shown to occur at Ω ≈ 0.5 which corresponds to ω ≈ 10 for r/t = 20, but Fig. 17 
indicates that this is a length so short that discrete modes form with only one or two 
buckles. Thus the curve for r/t = 20 begins to descend immediately upon leaving the 
'short' range as it is already affected by the ovalisation characteristic of transitional-
length cylinders, whilst also exhibiting the festoon characteristics of medium-length 
cylinders. This effect is illustrated more closely in Fig. 19, together with the 
corresponding curve for a thin cylinder with r/t = 1000 for comparison. The curve for 
r/t = 50 is also shown and suggests that this effect occurs for all cylinders thicker than 
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r/t = 50. It should be added that r/t = 20 represents a thick cylinder whose behaviour is 
normally significantly affected by plasticity at low ω, so the elastic buckling under 
bending that is being studied here may be less relevant for practical purposes. 
 
 
Fig. 19 - Detail of the boundary region between medium length and transitional-length 
cylinders in bending to illustrate the difference between r/t = 20 and other curves 
 
6.6 The short cylinder domain  
Cylinders classed as 'short' were identified in Fig. 7a as experiencing snap-through 
buckling caused by significant geometric softening due to the growth of a central 
meridional fold. The strength relationship in the range 3 < ω < 6 is illustrated in Fig. 
20. The dramatic rise in buckling strength as ω drops from approximately 5.2 to 4.8 is 
due to the strength gain associated with the shortening of the wavelength of the single-
wave buckle shown in Fig. 7b. This remarkable rise was also very clear in Fig. 10. The 
new phenomenon of the fold takes over at shorter lengths than this and the ratio Mk/Mcr 
begins to significantly exceed unity regardless of r/t. Thus L ≈ 5√(rt) may be 
considered to be the boundary between 'short' and 'medium' cylinders. In the latter, the 
development of the buckling mode is severely restri
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condition and after extensive deformation the cylinders fail by limit point instability 
(see discussions for Figs 5 to 7a). 
 
 
Fig. 20 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter ω for short cylinders in bending 
 
7 Proposed characterisation of the moment-length 
relationship 
This section offers a proposed characterisation of the computed relationship between 
the nonlinear elastic buckling moment Mk/Mcr and the cylindrical cylinder length, 
defined in terms of either ω or Ω, as appropriate. The ratio Mk/Mcr is equivalent to an 
elastic imperfection reduction factor α which, in its most general form may be 
expressed as α = αGαI where the effects of both geometric nonlinearity (αG) and 
geometric imperfections (αI) are taken into account (Rotter, 2011c). The present 
analyses consider only perfect cylinders, allowing the effect of geometric nonlinearity 
to be assessed independently.  Consequently: 
k
G
cr
M
M
α α= =  (15) 
A set of equations to characterise the relationship between the elastic buckling moment 
and length have been chosen and are presented in such a way as to ensure piecewise 
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continuity up to two decimal places between adjacent regions. The characterisations 
have been limited to simple algebraic expressions, each strictly valid only for a specific 
length range, which offer a conservative lower-bound estimate of the nonlinear 
buckling moment wherever possible. These characterisations were intentionally made 
independent of r/t for simpler application, but their validity is limited to thin 
cylindrical shells with r/t ≥ 50. 
 
Short cylinders 
The proposed characterisation for short cylinders is limited to the range 3 < ω < 4.8. In 
this range a conservative lower bound (Eq. 16) between αG and ω, independent of r/t, 
was found for all the computed load factors as (Fig. 21)  
( ) ( ) ( )2 31.93 0.5 3.8 0.44 3.8Gα ω ω ω= − − − −  (16) 
 
 
Fig. 21 - Characterised moment-length αG-ω relationship for short cylinders in bending 
 
Medium length cylinders 
The proposed characterisation for medium length cylinders is limited to the range 4.8 ≤ 
ω ≤ 0.5(r/t), with the upper limit of this range occurring at Ω = 0.5 regardless of the r/t 
ratio. It is evident in Fig. 17 that the moment-length relation for medium cylinders 
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consists of distinct waves due to the changing relationship between the cylinder length 
and the critical buckling wavelength. A constant lower bound value covering the entire 
'medium' range would be αG ≈ 0.85 due to a single low value at ω ≈ 7, but this would 
unjustly penalise only slightly longer cylinders which exhibit a buckling strength closer 
to αG ≈ 0.95. It was thus decided to characterise the first major wave of the festoon in 
full, followed by a conservative constant lower-bound plateau until the boundary with 
the transitional length region (Eqs 17 to 18). 
Wave (4.8 ≤ ω < 8.6): ( ) ( )20.85 0.029 7.1Gα ω ω= + −  (17) 
Plateau (8.6 ≤ ω < 0.5(r/t)): ( ) 0.92Gα ω =  (18) 
According to this description, thinner shells exhibit longer plateaux, but a shell with r/t 
= 50 will have no plateau at all. This range definition offers a convenient and overlap-
free link between the regions governed by ω and Ω provided that r/t ≥ 50. The full 
characterisation of this length range is illustrated in Fig. 22.  
 
 
Fig. 22 - Characterised moment-length αG-ω relationship for medium-length cylinders 
in bending 
 
Transitional length cylinders 
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The 'transitional length' domain may be accurately and conservatively characterised by 
the simple relationship shown in Eq. 19, valid over the range 0.5 ≤ Ω < 7 (Fig. 23). 
This expression has been designed to capture the local minimum of αG ≈ 0.49 at Ω ≈ 
3.5 as well as the gentle rise to αG ≈ 0.516 by Ω ≈ 7, consistent with the computed 
values (Fig. 13).  
( )
2.94
2.94
1 0.22 0.0611.07
1 0.12G
α
 − Ω + ΩΩ =  
+ Ω 
  (19) 
 
 
Fig. 23 - Characterised moment-length αG-ω relationship for transitional-length 
cylinders in bending 
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Long cylinders 
Cylinders are characterised as 'long' when changes in length produce no further change 
in the buckling moment, as reduced by ovalisation. The computational analyses 
presented here indicate that this occurs when Ω ≈ 7. A simple constant value is thus 
proposed for Ω ≥ 7 → ∞ (Eq. 20), corresponding to the semi-membrane theory 
analytical solution for infinitely long cylinders in bending (Tatting et al., 1997; Li and 
Kettle, 2002) which was in closest agreement with the finite element results presented 
in this study.  
( ) 0.516Gα Ω =  (20) 
 
Table 1 - Summary of proposed classification and characterisation for design purposes 
of elastic isotropic cylindrical tubes in bending, valid for r/t ≥ 50 
Class ω range Ω range Equation for αG(ω,Ω)  
Short 3 ≤ ω < 4.8 n / a Eq. 16 
Medium 4.8 ≤ ω < 0.5(r/t) Ω < 0.5 Eqs 17 and 18 
Transitional ω ≥ 0.5(r/t) 0.5 ≤ Ω < 7.0 Eq. 19 
Long n / a Ω ≥ 7.0 Eq. 20 
 
The proposed length-based classifications and characterisations are summarised in 
Table 1 for convenience. The magnitude of the characteristic nonlinear buckling 
moment Mk may now be determined for the full range of cylindrical cylinder lengths 
using the fitted relation between Mcl and Mcr (Eq. 14) together with the above 
characterisations as: 
( ) 224, 1 1.902k GM Ertα ω ω
 
= Ω + 
 
 (21) 
 
8 Conclusions 
The geometrically nonlinear buckling behaviour of perfect elastic cylinders under 
global bending has been investigated for a wide range of different geometries with 
clamped boundaries. There is very strong evidence that the buckling behaviour and 
strength should be divided into four distinct domains with well-defined boundaries in 
terms of two different dimensionless length parameters. These regions have been 
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named 'short', 'medium', 'transitional' and 'long', in keeping with similar classifications 
for cylinders under uniform axial compression.  
 
For 'short' cylinders, whose length is of the order of the linear axisymmetric buckling 
half-wavelength, the boundary conditions restrain the development of the buckle so 
severely that buckling occurs at a moment that is significantly higher than the classical 
elastic critical buckling moment. The moment-curvature relations then exhibit 
extensive geometric softening and snap-through buckling. 
 
For 'medium' length cylinders, the boundary conditions still effectively prevent all 
ovalisation of the cross-section, but bifurcation buckling occurs slightly below the 
classical critical buckling moment due to geometrically nonlinear effects near the 
boundaries, comparable to that seen in axially compressed cylinders.  
 
In the 'transitional' range, ovalisation begins to reduce the critical buckling moment. 
Longer cylinders are markedly more affected and exhibit progressively lower buckling 
strengths up to a point where ovalisation has a constant impact on the buckling 
moment. This point marks the start of the 'long' cylinder range, where cylinders fail by 
bifurcation buckling slightly below the Brazier snap-through moment. 
 
A complete and conservative characterisation of the relationship between the buckling 
moment and cylinder length has been designed in terms of piecewise-continuous 
equations, suitable for implementation as a design rule.  
 
The imperfection sensitivity of cylinders under global bending has not yet been fully 
explored in any known published study. Based on the findings presented in this paper, 
the cylinder length will play a crucial role in affecting both the form and amplitude of 
critical imperfections in different length ranges. A comprehensive parametric study on 
this topic is clearly overdue. 
 
It is believed that this is the first study to clearly identify and relate the four separate 
regimes in the elastic buckling of cylinders in bending, and it is hoped that the 
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predictions presented here will provide a useful reference for the verification of future 
analytical models. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1 - Two alternative illustrations of the relationship between the critical buckling 
stress and cylinder length for short cylinders in bending as calculated by Seide and 
Weingarten (1961) 
 
Fig. 2 - Comparison of several sources for the relationship between buckling moment 
and dimensionless length for isotropic elastic cylindrical tubes in bending 
 
Fig. 3 – Effect of boundary condition and length on the nonlinear elastic buckling load 
of a perfect cylindrical shell under uniform axial compression (from Yamaki, 1984) 
 
Fig. 4 - Illustration of the numerical model (after Sadowski and Rotter, 2013) 
 
Fig. 5 - Dimensionless moment-curvature curve for a very short cylinder (L/r = 0.45 
and r/t = 100) 
 
Fig. 6 - Dimensionless moment-curvature curves for cylinders of different length with 
r/t = 100, normalised by the classical values Mcl and φcl respectively 
 
Fig. 7 - Selected incremental buckling modes for cylinders of different length under 
global bending (r/t = 100) 
 
Fig. 8 - Dimensionless moment-curvature curves for cylinders of different lengths with 
r/t = 100, normalised by the Brazier values MBraz and φBraz  
 
Fig. 9 - Ratio of the classical elastic buckling moment Mcl to the computed elastic 
linear bifurcation moment Mcr, varying with the dimensionless parameter 
 
Fig. 10 - Complete variation of nonlinear elastic buckling resistance for a very wide 
range of cylinder lengths: a) in terms of dimensionless length L/r and b) in terms of 
dimensionless length Ω 
 
Fig. 11 - Nonlinear elastic buckling resistance for the computed cylinder lengths  
 
Fig. 12 - Detailed view of nonlinear buckling resistance in transitional and long 
cylinders, illustrating the dip at Ω ≈ 3.5 and dependence of the asymptotic value on r/t 
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Fig. 13 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter Ω for transitional-length cylinders in bending 
 
Fig. 14 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter Ω for transitional-length cylinders in bending 
(comparison with analytical solutions from Fig. 2)  
 
Fig. 15 - Extended relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter ω for transitional-length cylinders in bending 
 
Fig. 16 - Boundary region between medium length and transitional-length cylinders in 
bending  
 
Fig. 17 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter ω for medium-length cylinders in bending 
 
Fig. 18 - Comparison of the computed nonlinear critical moment Mk/Mcl ≡ σk/σcl with 
the analytical study of Seide and Weingarten (1961) 
 
Fig. 19 - Detail of the boundary region between medium length and transitional-length 
cylinders in bending to illustrate the difference between r/t = 20 and other curves 
 
Fig. 20 - Relationship between the dimensionless buckling moment and the 
dimensionless length parameter ω for short cylinders in bending 
 
Fig. 21 - Characterised moment-length αG-ω relationship for short cylinders in bending 
 
Fig. 22 - Characterised moment-length αG-ω relationship for medium-length cylinders 
in bending 
 
Fig. 23 - Characterised moment-length αG-ω relationship for transitional-length 
cylinders in bending 
 
TABLE CAPTIONS 
Table 1 - Summary of proposed classification and characterisation for design purposes 
of elastic isotropic cylindrical tubes in bending, valid for r/t ≥ 50 
 
